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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
5.1 Conclusion 
Based on the previous chapters, some conclusions can be made. 
Development of songket house can be used as one of the tourist attraction that can 
be visited by tourists. From the analysis of the potentials, the writer can conclude 
that the establishment of songket house is feasible.Tourists who visit can learn 
directly how to make songket and tourists also have the potential to weave 
songket with the facilities and support equipment in the songket house. Then with 




After doing this final the writer suggest that the government should further 
expand the tourist attractions in the city of Palembang of historical value one 
home songket. Because in addition to providing information to tourists and the 
public about the history of songket, with the songket house will be as young as 
successor songket nation could develop in the future, with the hope that the 
songket as one characteristic of the city of Palembang still growing beautiful 
modification.   
 
